
Picking Camera for Travelling, Another Stressful Thing 
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When you're travelling to other place or even overseas, capturing moments could be the most 
important thing ever. How come you're visited the most beautiful place on earth and then be 
like "zzzt" gone. Of course, it always matter to bring a camera when people start a plan to 
travelling. 
Then, what is people really consider when they are decide to plan a trip? What kind of camera 
they have to bring away when travelling? Sometimes, this camera stuff could be more 
confusing than "what do you prefer, train or bus to reach Liverpool?". It could be more 
confusing, when you hit the keyboard and search about camera types this day. It would show 
us many kind of camera with the brand new technology.  
This few points, could be a consideration about what kind of camera you should bring with 
when travelling. 
 
 Bag or suitcase 
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At the first time you're plan a trip, you must be decide what kind of "travelling" you want. Bag 
or suitcase. If you already decide about that, than you can consider about the space that could 
fit in your bag or suitcase. Action cam could be the most wise choice when you decide to 
traveling as a backpacker. At the other side, DSLR and mirrorless camera could be your first 
choice when you decide to travelling with suitcase. 
In fact, that simple theory suddenly switch off lately. Most of people who travelling with suitcase 
are the typical of “glamour traveller”. They prefer to use action cam to capture moments than 
the professional camera like DSLR or Mirrorless. This typical of traveller are looking for the 
user friendly to use, and easy to share the moment to the other. Or even, action came are 
make us possible to share the picture to social media with the easy way. 
Beside the limited space they have to travelling, backpackers commonly bring the professional 
camera to capture the moments. There are several reason why backpackers consider to bring 



that kind of camera. Mostly, backpackers list down they itinerary at the spontaneous way. So, 
the destinations are more randomly and being mystery. Maybe, that could be the reason why 
backpackers prefer bring out the professional camera. They want to “eternize” the moment 
with maximum quality.  
 
 City Tour or Adventure  
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Actually there are not just two type of destination when you’re travelling. But, we could make 
it to two category, city tour and adventure. Action cam could be more effective to capture your 
moments when you travelling to the adventure destinations. Like mountain hiking, surfing, 
downhill, rafting, or other outdoor activity and makes you doesn’t have enough space to aiming 
object with viewfinder.  
City tour have their own charisma to attract traveller. Like, Tokyo. I bet, you would spend two 
or at least three day to discover that beautiful city. Or, Bangkok. The heavenly place for the 
shopaholic traveller. At least you could spend a week to discover every side of the town to 
reveal every hidden shoping place. Then, professional camera or could be your partner in city 
tour. Because, you have a “looseness” to see through the viewfinder and click the moment.  
However, this term of destinations are not always strict for making consideration to picking up 
camera. We can use action cam when we are on city tour, or pick DSLR as a partner when 
we are on adventure. Beside all the action cam or professional camera, lately there a new 
mind blowing camera type. This one, could be your first choice to make the new experiences 
of capture moments. Ricoh Theta 360, Capture the entire 360° space with a single shot.  
Use a PC or smartphone to have fun with the space! This is a new world that revolutionizes 
conventional photos and videos. Experience the excitement of capturing images that exceed the 
concept of "photographing."  
 
 Your “Capability” to Capture Moments  
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Capability means your skill to use the camera. The professional one, action camera, or the compact 
instant camera. Your capability to use and operate the camera is the more important and first 
consideration when you decide to bring out your camera. You never success to capture a moment 
with professional camera if you don’t have a skill to operate the camera. You’ll never make the 
picture focus if you don’t have a capability to aiming through the viewfinder. Although, there always 
automatic mode in every camera. But you’ll never get the best picture, or the kind of picture you 
really want. So, this last point is the most important and should be your first consideration to pick 
up your camera for your travelling partner.  
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